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“HVNZDA is a big club, probably the biggest hunting and shooting club
in New Zealand. We have full and associate members from across the
Greater Wellington region with a diverse range of hunting and
shooting interests. It is important for the ongoing health of the club
that the club’s focus and resources are targeted on the interests and
issues that matter to members.
As the club grows bigger it’s important that all members have a forum
to have their say on how the club’s business is being run and on
hunting and shooting-related issues important to us all.
To ensure everyone can have a say, this year we ran a members’
survey over the May 2016 AGM period. Here are the unvarnished
results.
The HVNZDA Committee will take on board all your feedback and use it
to shape the way club activities and investments are planned for the
coming years.
Remember, the club’s health depends on a membership active across
the range of the club’s activities. For those members who posted
comments critical of the club and its committee, I have a challenge for
you…get involved!
We need and will welcome volunteers who want to take responsibility
for some club activities, to muck in, and to build the club through 2017
and beyond. Put your hand up; we’ll all benefit”
Neil McAlpine, President HVNZDA

Thanks Neil!
This year we’ve gone out and asked you a bunch of questions on how
you feel about the club and your involvement in it, its programme of
activities, future direction and where we should invest our time,
resources and finances. We developed a survey using the Survey
Monkey tool and the results are here. You did us proud – 168 of you
responded!
The survey results are here for you to take as you will. I’ve provided my
own commentary on each question – I’m solely responsible for these.
Emmet

A straightforward question for starters…what do you think about the club overall? Pleasingly, 92% of
respondents (155 of you) either agreed or strongly agreed that they valued membership in the club.
12 members (a bit over 7%) responded as ‘neutral’. This can partly be explained through examining
the comments section of the survey; a number of respondents stated that they were new members
and hadn’t been in the club long enough to form an opinion one way or another. Oh, and one
respondent didn’t value membership; whoever you are, we hope some of our new initiatives are
highlighting the value a high-membership club like ours can bring to members.

Another straight-up questions; how do we rate as bangs for your hard-earned buck? 138 of you
(approx. 83%) were in the agree/strongly agree camp. That’s great, but admittedly a lower positive
response than from Q1. In the negative responses 7 of you did not think the club was value for
money, and 21 of you (an eighth of respondents) were neutral. What does the comments section tell
us? Some commentators have stated that they can’t make the club meets and/or are unable to take
part in club activities due to life/work circumstances. I get that, but would like to highlight that in
addition to the range, there’s the public liability insurance, newletters, lobbying activities on your
behalf, the PLBs and more.

When designing this survey we thought it was important to gauge your thoughts on whether you felt
you had a voice in the club. Interesting results! Again, general strong positives (approx. 70% or 117
of you), but less of you were in the ‘strongly agree’ space. 11 respondents were negative, but a
relatively large 24% (40 of you) were in the neutral space. There are two responses to make to this.
First, perception is everything and clearly a significant portion of you don’t feel you have a strong
enough input to the club. Now that we have some data on this, hopefully some new initiatives like
the club Facebook pages, the revamped newsletter, member surveys like this etc. will give you an
extra opportunity to give input. That said, if you want a say then get involved: take part in activities
or suggest that you run ones of your own; have a say at club meets; you don’t have to be on the
committee to have a say or to pick up an active role in the club.

We weren’t being mischievous with Q4, promise! The very fact that only 11 respondents were
negative to the statement (i.e. national membership was of greater or equal value to local
membership) should be a worry to National Office. 59 of you (35%) were sitting on the fence on this
and 58% valued HVNZDA over national membership. One member stated in the comments that they
wouldn’t mind if HVNZDA was a standalone club. We’ll feed this back to National Office but, as
comment, I personally believe national membership is vital for us as individuals, and for the
protection of our hunting and shooting pursuits. Interaction between the club, National Office and
other branches is getting stronger by the day, with great initiatives like the Red Deer Foundation
helping to rally common interests across the country. National Office is in a transition as they settle
into their new office. With club input, we hope the systems around newsletter and information
distribution improve over the coming year.

A bit of a no-brainer for Q5…the range! 89% positive response (149 of you) speaks for itself. While
we are constituted as a hunting club, it is thoroughly recognised by the club that a significant portion
of our members are shooters by first preference. Kaitoke is a jewel in our crown and, now that
winter is fading, we intend to continue to work on improvements to the facilities at the range.

For all hunters, DOC is the biggest beast on the ridgeline. Like it or not, apart from regional councils
and NZ Police for firearms, DOC is the agency that has most impact on where and how we hunt,
where we bed down, whether there is anything to actually hunt, and crucially for our recent clubsupported legal work, who else has access rights over and above the ordinary hunter. Judging by the
comments, some of you don’t like or trust DOC. That’s a shame for all of us.
Focussing on the positive though, a bunch of the committee superstars have worked hard in
2015/16 to build a positive and productive rapport with DOC and to ‘put our money where our
mouth is’. This has resulted in a goat culling partnership in the Mukamuka access of the Rimutakas,
and hut partnership agreements in the Tararuas e.g. Alpha. 84% of respondents (141 of you) are
positive about this work…nice work guys!

We’ve already acknowledged that those with a strong shooting interest are a big part of the HVNZDA
family. That makes the response to this question one to ponder. 71% of you (119 respondents) are
lukewarm or worse about club shooting comps. It could be that you’re getting your competitive
shooting needs through other channels or it could be that our existing club shooting comp offerings
don’t excite you. We need more feedback on this from you.

Another interesting response, again highlighting the fact that many of our members are shooters
number 1…a fact reflected in the comments reproduced at the end of this survey. Personally I
thought this question would get stronger favourable, but there we go. As it stands 111 of you (66%)
responded positively to the statement.
The club continues to put a huge effort into the annual HVNZDA Hunter Training Course (I’m a
‘graduate’ and an apostle of its benefits) and 2016 has another really healthy intake. The HTC
organising committee has brought in some cool innovations to the course this year including a new
online hunting safety module organised with Tim and Alex Gale. The club goat culling up the
Mukamuka is proving a real hit with members. Also, providing an exemplar of a member who speaks
up and puts a challenge down, hats off to Hamish Graham for his Spring Hunt initiative. Using the
club networks to get out there, and help less experienced members who need some support to get
out there, is what it’s all about and more of it is needed.

Whoa!…this was a bit unexpected. Just over 26% of you (44 respondents) were positive about the
prize draw as an incentive. The 57% neutral cohort is…well, it’s a worry (this is an important survey
question for me too as one of my glamorous club jobs is to collate the data for entries for the draw).
The perception among a majority of respondents about the draw is clearly negative and I’ve had
personal feedback on this from individual members. Perception is everything so it is important to
make some public statements about the draw.
A frequent comment is that committee members got all the tasty prizes. No, one did, and that was
because he had a large number of entries earned through active club membership and, crucially for
him, logging with the club evidence of his legitimate game kills on public land. He earned the points.
Look at the rest of the top five prizes and they were won by non-committee members (I was rapt to
see Paul Tribe who I did HTC with get a top prize through his entries from Advanced HTC
participation and newsletter articles; I had a bunch of entries and got drawn but wasn’t present on
the night so was passed over).
We’ll certainly as a committee review the scheme in 2017 after this year’s round but, in the
meantime, be in to win, points means prizes!

92 of you (56%) valued the monthly club meet with over a third of you (57) neutral. The way we
designed the survey has shown up some limitations in the inference we can draw from the data. I
simply cannot say here whether the neutral to negative respondents are regular club meet goers or
not. It could be that a whole bunch of members go to the meet every month and hate it…how
bizarre would that be. We’re going to have to discuss this more at committee to ensure we are
putting on a good night, BUT crucially, a club night is only as good as you put in. Suggest activities,

suggest and arrange guest speakers; be a speaker yourself! We have a new club initiative on Douglas
Scoring that we’ll be sharing at the September club meet…this will bring some deer back into our
meetings.

The Tararua Rag has undergone a makeover in 2015/16 under the editorship of Mike Mills. It is a
high quality club newsletter now, produced by volunteers in busy jobs. 89% of you (147
respondents) give it a thumbs up. As always though, it is only as good as the content the club
receives. Here’s a tip for those wanting club draw points: you don’t have to write an article; send in a
couple of stalking and kill pictures with just a few lines on where and when etc, and you have a
newsletter article…one picture speaks louder than a thousand words!

Questions 12 and 13 relate to the club’s political function; representing members’ interests on
hunting, shooting and related issues to the powers that be. Over 82% of you were positive about us
needing to keep our profile up and lobby lobby lobby government on issues that impact our hunting
rights and heritage. Excellent! HVNZDA is supporting financially, and through huge member time and
effort, pushes on WARO access, toxin drops, herds of interest etc. Please keep an eye out for
additional ways you can help support campaigns like the Red Deer Foundation
Question 13 responses are an important prompt to the club committee!

While, in general, you roughly supported firearms lobbying to the same proportion as hunting
lobbying, the strength of your support for firearms lobbying was instructive; you ‘strongly agreed’
with this by 6% more than for hunting. Considering the troubles with the national MSC firearms
safety training, media blovation and agenda-pushing on firearms confiscation and lock-downs, and
Select Committee enquiries, active monitoring of these issues and effective lobbying is vital. Your
response indicates that the club needs a designated member who can take up firearms liaison as a
workstream. Give the club your feedback on this.

75% of you supported the club’s involvement in, and support for, the ‘shooting village’ in Wainui.
‘Nuf said. As a significant contributor to the facility, we as a club have shown great leadership here
and have built an important head of steam in our cooperation activities with all our friends and
colleagues in the greater Wellington shooting confederation.

Question 15!! – Any Comments?
Deep breath! Your complete vanilla, unvarnished, non-censured, warts & all comments are
replicated next (and yes, I have resisted editing out commentators who seek to oppress the potatoworshiping community). We’re not going to edit or comment on anything…this is what you told us,
and this is what is going to fuel our discussions about club direction and activities for the next year.
(P.S. only 42 survey respondents made comments)
Thanks for taking part in the survey and being honest with us! Hot barrels and full freezers; Emmet

Your Comments - Unvarnished
Overall a well-run club that stands up for its rights. I just wish I had more energy / health to contribute to
the club
I feel that the club has a good base now to start pushing our leadership and membership numbers as
the largest club within NZDA national to get some improvements in what the national body thinks. We
need to do this with care as the national body appears to resist change and progressive thinking to the
point where they are stuck in the mud and aren't moving forward with anything that is of any great
benefit to club members nationally. They need to commit funding to clubs that take the lead in their
area where national office appear to sit on their hands. This may be an incorrect view, but if the
national body isn't putting the information out to members of what they are doing we feel that nothing is
happening. As the largest club we need lead if the national body won't or can't. More club hunting trips
are something we need to try to do and motivate members to join in with as this is a great way to build
club member team spirit which in turn motivates them to be more involved. Neil
I would get involved more if I could however I am heavily involved in running another major sporting
facility in the Hutt Valley Sport and the Wednesday Club nights clash.
Thanks Guys
Nope, just keep up the good work!
Great work with all the initiatives the club is involved with. I think the HVDA is the best it's been in the
time I have been a member. I encourage having more money making initiatives to help support the
clubs goals and objectives.
.
Partnerships with DOC need to be tempered due to the DOC stance on 1080
I do not take part in hunting so I should not comment on
most weeks. Mike Reed.

hunting issues. I do however use the range

I really like the cute wee Irish fella on the committee but need someone to translate what he says - all I
hear is "fiddle-dee-dee"
Thanks to the president and committee for doing an outstanding job
Great job guys and thanks to all the volunteers.
I am not an active member of the club. My primary reason for being a member is being able to use the
Kaitoke range.
The HVNDA provides an excellent service and support for its hunters. I’d like to see more organised
hunt opportunities, I'm very happy to fully fund that element.
My main reason for membership is use of the Kaitoke Range. I work odd shift hours and it suits me to
be able to use the range at will. It would be good if the range was longer, there was a cheaper fee just
for range use alone. One day I may have time to be a more active member in the club, certainly the
ability to attend hunting and hunt training courses is something I would look forward to.
Public liability insurance & use of the gun range are my main reasons for joining.
An open day for schools is something we should be doing to show them guns are ok!
As a new member, I admit that a lot of my answers were "Neutral". This is because I just don't have
enough info yet to form an opinion.
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK Duncan Robinson
Over all happy, I would not care if this branch was stand alone. The range should be protected, keeping

in mind the range closures happening around the place.
I view the annual membership fee as a "range membership" only.
I would like to see a more vigorous approach taken ie 1080 but do realise that is an uphill battle.
Otherwise top marks with hunting advocacy and the new red deer foundation. Full support is needed by
them going forward.
Maybe have a new member section in the monthly meeting, meaning introduction, or welcoming.
If meetings were on any other day of the week I would attend a lot more.
Club has been updated since I was last involved. Seems very progressive.
We need some changes in leadership within the club.
I appreciate the effort put in by the club committee in taking on DOC regarding commercial deer
harvesting.
It is always worthwhile to let yourself be heard/state your case whether it be commercial deer
harvesting, hunting areas, gun-ownership issues etc. else laws/regulations simply gets put in place
without proper consultation.
Fight for your rights, else it will be taken away, just about sums it up.
We need a strong lobby for firearms owners that look after our interests. It would also be great to have
casual access to a range where one can shoot & practice longer distances.
Thanks
The club is running very well and it is great to see all the new initiatives.
I have only been a member since Feb 16 but have attended all the meetings since then and get a good
feeling that the club is very active on all counts and am looking forward to be an active participant in all
aspects that the club promotes.
As a new member I am still learning about NZDA and the relationship between the local and national
levels. I am looking forward to getting involved in club activities.
NZDA should be more political. Tell members through newsletters or media which people / parties are
worth voting for, who will work with us. Ask members if they would block vote for a candidate /
organization NZDA or GAC.
New member, so submission is based on minimal club knowledge
Not a big fan of the rewards points system it doesn't work for all people. OK you turn up to the monthly
meetings get minimal points. Work and family commitments come into play so find it hard to do working
bees and things like that. Then you still have to find the time for a hunt. So you can try to secure an
animal to get the most allocated points. In the end what I'm trying to get across is the system doesn't
work for everyone. But since I'm a paid up member I would at least like to think I'm in with a chance. But
no. Maybe there is another way of spending the clubs money that can benefit everyone not just a select
few. I don't know thinking caps on we have hundreds of members surely we can come up with
something.
Feel the club is heading in the right direction and I'm proud to be a member.
The monthly meetings are run in Upper Hutt when many people who are club members are from Lower
Hutt and Wellington. This makes for a late night of travelling when daily commutes are bad enough.
Getting hold of range keys are just too complicated.... Why can't you pay on line and have the key
posted by track post, I'd pay the extra. It would be cheaper than driving from Wellington to Upper Hutt to
find out something isn't right and have to do another trip.

The range days should be better assigned on our calendar and the range calendar. I drove all the way
out there to find that there was a difference in these and the NZDA range day wasn't being run that day.
Better advertising as to when working bees etc. are being run would help organising family etc.
My membership is based on 2 aspects only: availability of the Kaitoke Range, and to support lobbying
efforts by Gordon & friends. I avoid any social aspects of the club as for me shooting & hunting are
solitary activities. I'm only mentioning this to add my data to the spread of reasons for membership.
Committee members should not be eligible for the prize draw when it’s about encouraging members to
participate. Having a committee member winning that is not a good look.
While I appreciate your hard work. Getting the range key every year is such chore. I would like to use
the range either on Sat or Sun. I am paying my Fees I would like to use the range. Can't WSRA &
KPC limit their use to say a couple of hours instead of all day. Am I out of order but this does really
annoy me.
I feel the club is being well managed and the initiatives that are under way should do well for its future.
It would be great to see more organised club hunts and range shoots, maybe a quick suggestion box or
a show of hands at the monthly meetings to gauge interest as to which ones are supported and worth
pursuing; acknowledging the club is run by volunteers, so it does require all members to help and
contribute for such events to be successful.
As a member of the club for over 20 years now, I can certainly see a change from where the club was,
to where it is today; or maybe I'm just getting older! Either way, keep up the good work.
It is time for a change in the membership of the committee.
On all newsletter have a link to the website (so can get the form for key exchange) and a link to the
annual range use calendar.
This is a very good club, with a group of dedicated, knowledgeable and experienced people willing to
share and educate new hunters like me. I appreciate the fact that club hunts, and particularly hunter
training, takes away from your own hunting and family time - thank you. Please keep up the good work.
Hopefully I can return the contribution. Best regards
Great job guys

